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WORKSHOP - LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®
Mark is a certified facilitator in using the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® methodology to facilitate
meetings and workshops - specialising in applying it to schools, MATs and dioceses.
LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® (LSP) changes “lean backwards meetings” to “lean forward meetings”, where the result is more participation, more insights surfaced, more engagement and,
ultimately, more commitment and faster results. It offers the chance to get significantly more out
of gathering people to deal with opportunities and challenges, to set a vision or to deal with a
serious problem.
It draws on extensive research by LEGO into the way people learn, drawing on the fields of
business, organisational development, psychology and neuroscience.
Want a new vision? Need to solve a key problem? Need to generate new kinds solutions? LSP is
your friend…it's a joyful, affirming process; no more 'away-day misery' here!
LSP helps:
• Make sure everyone contributes their knowledge and opinions on a level playing field
• Ensure honest dialogue between team members
• Generate much more collaborative communication
• Allow no participant to dominate at the expense of others, or pursue a personal agenda
LSP works best when:
• there is a need to grasp the big picture, see connections and explore various options and potential solutions
• the participants are diverse in age, professional background or training
• the participants hold different levels of organisational status
LSP helps participants:
• make decisions that everyone commits to and honours after the meeting, even though they
may not agree with every aspect
• avoid excuses or lack of initiative after the meeting, as they will have been heard and understood during it
• establish a common understanding and frame of reference that will improve their work together after the meeting
Mark is a certified facilitator in the full LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® methodology and has used it to
help participants generate really successful solutions across several sectors, including
education, engineering and law.
(And the LEGO model in the image above? A learning organisation built that in a QM-led workshop to show that
'we need to accept customers as they are, and not try to force them into being a standard type that we think is
best'. That proved to be an unspoken, deeply-rooted problem issue for them, which LSP neatly exposed. It now
forms a key part of their business model, and their training programme.)
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Content

The full scope of LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®, customised for your context and
your issues

Outcome

Amazingly insightful answers to the things you need answers to – through a fun
and joyful process (no ‘strategy away-day’ misery here!)

Time required

Depending on the issues, from 3 hours to 2 days

Workshop cost

£500 per day (£350 for schools), plus any agreed travel and other expenses

Materials cost

Variable, depending on how much LEGO you’d like to be able to keep, to make
sure that your insights remain with you

Maximum
numbers

Up to 12 people

